
2020 Summer Reading
6th grade

Please see the next slide for assignment details 
and directions.

Link to this slide deck: https://rb.gy/rso3or 

https://rb.gy/rso3or


Assignment Details 
The Book 

Wonder 
by R.J. Palacio

Wonder can be purchased on Amazon 
or at your local Barnes and Noble. 
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DIRECTIONS

Step 1: Make a copy of this entire presentation, 
so you can type your responses. 

Step 2:  When school begins, and after I get you 
all set up on Google Classroom, I will create a 
submission forum where you can submit your 
completed  summer reading assignment. 

NOTE: There are additional directions for each 
portion  of the assignment in the “speaker 
notes”. 

Complete the following

❏ Plot Mountain  
❏ Comprehension Questions
❏ Conflict ChartISBN NUMBER

978-0375869020



add your text here

add your text here

add your text here

add your text here

add your text here

add your text here

add your text hereadd your text here

Wonder            

add your text here

R.J. Palacio           

add your text here
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QUESTION YOUR RESPONSE

1. The author tells this story from many different 
points of view. Do you think this is a better way of 
telling the story rather than telling the story from 
one point of view? Why or why not? Use examples 
from the book to explain your answer.

2. Choose one character from the story and 
discuss how he/she changed over the course of 
the novel. Make sure to explain not only how the 
character changed but also what events or 
circumstances led to this change.

Comprehension Questions
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What is Conflict?



Example of Conflict 
(Describe a conflict that occurs in the novel)

Type of Conflict
(i.e. man vs. man, man vs. self, etc.)

EXAMPLE → In the section titled, "The Bus Stop", Justin, Via's boyfriend, 
confronts Julian and two of his friends bullying Jack.

Man versus man 



Check out the movie trailer that was inspired by the book.
#CHOOSEKIND.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ngiK1gQKgK8

